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The quietly beautiful metallic color of these cups 
emphasizes the clarity of sake, for a new way to 
enjoy its great flavor.
Because Hosoku Ware uses natural stone, the 
color gradually changes over time, eventually taking 
on a one-of-a-kind look unique to each item.

YAWARAGI Studio  
29-12, Torihama, Wakasa-Cho, Mikatakaminaka-gun, Fukui

URL http://www.tou-yawaragi.jp/ Mail   info@tou-yawaragi.jp

Housokuyaki
Wakasa Hosoku Ware is made with clay from Echizen, decorated with 

glaze that has powdered Hosoku, an ore from Wakasa, mixed in. With its 

distinctive metallic luster and iridescent shine, this is a style of ceramics 

that truly stands out, even among the many varieties found throughout 

Japan.

Kubota Brewery  Limited 
Representative

Kubota  Naokuni

Guinomi

Guinomi
Lighter than you would expect from stone, 
these cups feel comfortable in the hand and 
pleasant to use. The permeability of the stone 
helps it retain moisture and temperature, to 
keep cold drinks cold. When filled with sake, 
these cups take on a deep blue hue, adding a 
touch of beauty to your mealtime drinks.

FUKUI-BLUE  2-20-17, Tawara, Fukui-shi, Fukui

URL http://www.skdst.com Mail   f-yogyo@fukuiyogyo.co.jp

Syakudani-ishi
Shakudani stone is said to have been discovered 1,500 years ago by Emperor Keitai, who encouraged its 

mining. This rare and beautiful stone is prized for its blue tint and exceptional quality; because it is no longer 

mined, though, it has started to fade from memory. This series of Shakudani tableware was born from the 

desire to share a passion for this unique stone, and to preserve Fukui’s culture of stone for future 

generations. Stone has long been a part of Fukui’s culture, and has been revived for use at the table, 

adding a bit of luxury to everyday life with its natural beauty. On May 20, 2019, it was certified by the 

Agency for Cultural Affairs as Japan Heritage.

Uno Shuzoujo Co., Ltd.
Representative Director

Uno  Nobuhiro
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※ For purchases, please contact one of 
the shops listed by phone in advance.
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Echizen-yaki-no-yakata(Echizen Ware Industrial Cooperative Association)Pottery corner

5-33, Ozowara, Echizen-cho, Nyu-gun, Fukui
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